EXECUTIVE COACHING

Welcome, and thank you for your interest
in coaching. This brochure gives you an
overview of my approach to coaching
and my background. Whether you are:
• seeking a coach for yourself or for leaders
in your organisation,
• based in Melbourne like me or elsewhere,
I can design a coaching program that suits
your needs. Give me a call on 0438 215 391,
or send me an email and let’s get started.
Warm regards,
Karen
DR
MAPS, GAICD
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Coaching helps leaders to
work smarter, influence more
authoritatively and use their
talents to their fullest extent.
I work with talented leaders who:

Coaching outcomes include:

• have increased their responsibilities

• clearer leadership identity, more

and need new strategies for

leading larger teams across
a broader portfolio

• seek to be more authoritative/
influential with a complex
variety of stakeholders

aligned with exercising role authority

• better mix of strategic versus
day to day activity

• higher levels of team performance
• clearer career goals

• want to increase the

• a more flexible

• are extremely capable at the

• a more mindful,

performance of their teams

leadership style

technical/professional side of

detached

engineers) and need to turnaround

the challenges

their role (often scientists or

approach to

people leadership challenges

of leading

that interfere with their success

I coach
leaders to get
more impact for
less effort.

• seek to be more strategic and

less caught up in the day to day
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Coachee

Coaching Approach

Driver
Driver

Overview and outcomes
2.

and

working

performance advantage.

towards

a

and agreeing clear
goals. The coach is

accountable for focusing

progress, and ensure accountability

on achievement of those

against the agreed goals. The personal
contexts

executive.
1.

goals. And for keeping the

are

balanced according to the needs of the

coachee focused on their goals.
3.

The coaching advantage:

process needs to pay back in higher
levels of performance. Likewise, the
organisation needs to sponsor the

program, care about the outcomes,
and be clear about what the

performance difference looks like.

First meeting.
Goal
clarification

action, it isn’t coaching. Talking
aren’t turned into new actions

maximising performance.

experiences through the coaching

If it doesn’t get translated into

and reflection aren’t much if they

maximising growth means
The growth that the executive

Organisational

to manage by creating

new actions and approaches, review

organisational

Personal

Accountability is easy

As coach, I take responsibility to identify

and

must for coaching
accountability.

for their growth, exercising increased
authority,

Clear goals are a

and experiments for change.
4.

Claim your full authority.

Coaching helps challenge and

clarify the coachee’s limitations

and comfort with the expression

Coaching
program flow
This is a generic coaching program flow
that can be tailored to organisational
and individual needs.

of their own authority. It provides

Typically coaching programs are six

bigger leadership presence.

months (15 hours of coaching).

the arena in which to create a

360 Data

Agreed # of
coaching
meetings

months (nine hours of coaching) or 12

Final meeting.
Goal review,
next steps
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ontext
CContext

shared. The coachee drives responsibility

Coach

In my approach, responsibilities are

Coaching conversation cycle
My approach during coaching sessions

This promotes the translation

action and support.

into practice and maintains

has four key foci, reflection, insight,
Each coaching conversation begins with
setting the agenda and clarifying what

is to be achieved. Actions and results are

of new ideas and techniques
contact between meetings.
2.

reviewed, celebrated and tailored where

as exploring situations from a

variety of perspectives, asking

strengths and gaps, appetite

many open-ended questions,

for change, and exploration of

and providing frameworks that

leadership identity and motivations.

map leadership interactions

Outside of coaching meetings,

appetite, I provide online resources.

forms a part of most coaching
programs. Actions are always

perspective-taking tools, such

enables deeper assessment of

and subject to the coachee’s

while remaining authentic

psychological constraints. I use

perspective to be taken. This

As follow-up to coaching meetings,

others. Responding differently

free them from unnecessary

a reflective rather than a business

as a daily diary, are provided.

ways to engage and respond to

most, and identifying ways to

are 1.5 hours in duration to enable

Methods for doing this, such

move on to identifying different

identity, what challenges them

REFLECTION – coaching meetings

reflection into their repertoire.

challenging so that they can

insight into their leadership

then focused on this four-part cycle:

coachees are encouraged to build

conversation is devoted to

helping coachees deepen their

necessary. Most of the conversation is
1.

INSIGHT – much of the coaching

in new and different ways.
3.

ACTION – coaching sessions are

always focused on taking away at

least one new behaviour/approach

to experiment with. Coachees often
use coaching sessions to explore

particular scenarios that they find

reviewed in the following session.
4.

SUPPORT – part of my role as

coach is to provide support to

coachees, and finding the right

balance between challenge and
support is one of the frames

I hold while coaching. Change
requires energy, particularly

when people are already working
at their energy limits. Paying

mindful attention to coachees’
energy balance and resilience
is an important part of my role.
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Coaching FAQs

Haven’t worked with a coach before? Here are
answers to some commonly asked questions.
Why is coaching so powerful?

to ask. Many people offering coaching

leadership growth. This usually involves

rather than providing the solution, so it

do they have expertise in doing 1:1

through deep insight into leadership

that even if you don’t initially know what

trained to assist individuals to achieve

placed to solve your own problems in

which is key to coaching.

Coaching is about asking questions

have valuable skills and experience;

becomes self-generating. That means

work? Psychologists in particular are

to do and how to do it, you will be better

transformative

the future. You decide your outcomes.

Integrity is critical, and you need to

Coaching frees up your thinking about

be

confident

behavioural

the

coach

keep

yourself and your situation, it helps you

see yourself in a fresh way. It provides

the organisation, and be clear about

new options for action.

reporting expectations.

Coaching can be a little confronting as

Check

is an opportunity for you to be as open

similar goals to you?

and your doubts.

Does coaching really work?

well as exciting, as it is about change. It

as you choose to be about your dreams
And it’s powerful because it is all about
you. Unlike other development processes
which can be a bit hit and miss, coaching
focuses solely on you and your needs.

What should people look for in a
coach?
As there’s a low barrier to entry for

coaching, this is an important question

share

will

information

to uncover hidden assumptions, and

you

change,

confidential.

Always ask about their connection into

their

testimonials.

Are

they

coaching people like you, who have

does. The clearer you are about what
you want to achieve, the more likely you

are to achieve it. Making goals explicit,
public, and including some ‘stretch’

increases the effectiveness of coaching.
My coaching approach is informed by
practical

and

is

business

focused

change

created

identity and exploring the coachee’s

growth edge. Relevant frameworks and
tools embed insight into new, more
effective behaviours and skills.

‘My career would not be where it is

today without the candid, thoughtprovoking and ‘call-to-action’

coaching from Karen. She taught

me how to navigate my journey –

through the highs and lows – with
an honesty that enabled me to

challenge conventions and take

When coaching is goal-focused, yes it

a

transformational

on

understanding
accelerating

ownership of my destiny.’

‘Karen is a wonderful combination
of intimidating and generous. Her
coaching pushed me to question

my underlying motivations, values

and fears. In doing so it challenged
me to let go of behaviours

and assumptions that were

undermining my leadership.
Many thanks Karen!’
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• Registered Psychologist
(AHPRA)

• Member of the Australian

My vision for leaders
My vision is to amplify leadership impact.

Along the way, I completed a doctorate in

energised not exhausted, connected

Leadership: an Executive Guide, Lead

To invigorate leaders so that they are
not fractured and can perform at their
very best.

Psychological Society

Leaders become more motivated, more

Psychology Interest Group

The focus of my work is on:

and of the APS Coaching
• Accredited in Marshall

Goldsmith StakeholderCentered Coaching

• Coaching Masterclass

with Dr. Anthony Grant,
University of Sydney

• Individual coaching

assignments for: AICD,
Allens, Aurecon, BHP,

Broadspectrum, CBA, Coles,

influential and more productive.

and peer-based circles.

• Collaboration - to use

power for good and harness

• Gender diversity - for leaders
and organisations that

want a fairer workplace.
• Inclusive leadership - to

Downer Infrastructure,

workplaces better for everyone.

Latitude Financial, Lendlease,
L’Oreal, Lumleys, Medibank,

Melbourne Airport, Melbourne
Water, Monash Health,

Officeworks, Orica, QBE,

RACV, Rural Finance, Target,
Terry White Chemmart,
UGL, and VisionStream

• Coachee level ranges from
frontline high potentials to
executive/partner/C-suite

any team, and numerous whitepapers.

I am an Honorary Fellow of the University
of Melbourne and Adjunct Director at
ANZSOG.

Talent

Be your best

In

flu

Energy

Work Smart

Amplify

collective intelligence.

recognise uniqueness, unite

GCC, ExxonMobil, KPMG,

Like a Coach: how to make the most of

• Coaching - for individuals, teams

CSL, CUB, Department of

Health and Human Services,

leadership, published Gender Balanced

Productive

Coaching
credentials

en

tia

M

l

ot

iv

at

ed

Connection
Collaborate
powerfully

across differences and make

I’m a registered Psychologist with a
desire to align what leaders do with the
available evidence for what works.

Besides being an Executive Coach, I’ve

held executive roles in government and

‘Before meeting and engaging
Karen as my coach, I hadn’t

had a coach for over 15 years.

I wasn’t sure about what value

Karen would add, nor did I initially
think I needed a coach (one

higher education, and my approach is

was assigned when I joined this

As Associate Dean at Mt Eliza Executive

minutes of meeting with Karen, 1)

informed by my experience in these roles.

Education, I had overall responsibility

for leadership program design and
delivery, and in my final role, headed the
Executive Education business.

company). Within the first 20

I knew I needed a coach; 2) I knew

Karen would be the perfect coach
for me 3) I had several key areas
of my leadership to develop!’
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Champion
Master

Amplify

Train
Diagnose & design

Leadership focus

Executive coaching is
just the start of a great
coaching culture

Endow

Upskill
Assess
Make it clear

Make it known

Make it contagious

Make it stick

Growing a Coaching Culture

Externally-sourced individual coaching

motivation elevates, and they engage

agile leaders and teams to make rapid

growing a coaching culture.

excellent cultural support for coaching

creates a sense of vitality for people,

is a great start as well as an adjunct to

“Culture eats strategy for breakfast”,

according to Peter Drucker. And a

coaching culture nourishes strategy
for

tomorrow’s

breakfast.

When

leaders coach, they create a culture
that is empowering and energising.

When coached, people develop, their

more

deeply.

Organisations

with

experience 13% better business results
and

39%

stronger

engagement.

Organisations where senior leaders

coach very frequently enjoy 21% higher
business results.

Coaching cultures are more responsive
and

adaptive.

Organisations

need

change

that

sticks.

And

coaching

which leads them to feeling invigorated
at work.

Speak with me about the range of
coaching options that I provide that will

help you to embed coaching capability
in your leaders and create a culture
that pays it forward.
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‘As my executive coach Karen
‘I learnt to see how my beliefs,
vulnerabilities, successes

quickly uncovered the issues

behind the problems I was facing

impacted how I responded

and provided me with the tools to

environment. Karen lifted me out

was always practical and her

helped me observe myself. I finally

greatly assisted me to be more

to others within the work

of the details of the situation and

appreciated one’s work success is

address these issues. Her advice
encouraging approach has
effective in my new role.’

not just about the technical skills

and delivery but is truly influenced
by connectivity and how each

‘Karen has assisted me maximise

My “light bulb” moment was

as navigate through periods

person creates the connections.
transformative and I believe was
fundamental to my growth as a

leader. It is an insight I try to pass
on to others.‘

career opportunities as well
of professional uncertainty.

With Karen’s guidance I have

successfully crafted my current
and past jobs into roles about
which I am truly passionate.

Above all, Karen’s wonderfully

‘Karen taught me the importance

warm approach meant that every

leading an effective team.

forward to working with her again

of coaching in building and

At the time, I had just started a

session was a pleasure. I look
in the future.’

new role in a field which I was

not familiar with, leading a new

team with people from different

‘10/10: Leadership coaching helped

experiences, capabilities and

as a leader. There was the right

backgrounds, a wide range of
varying degrees of ambition.

Karen helped me to use coaching
as a way to build trust in the

me increase my effectiveness

balance between challenge and
support in achieving my goals.
Karen helped me significantly

team. We started engaging and

build my emotional intelligence.

ultimately worked a lot more

me in building my confidence

communicating a lot more and
effectively as a team.’

She was a breakthrough for

and identifying key leadership
development areas.’
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PO Box 7053,
Brighton VIC 3186
P +61 438 215 391
E kmorley@karenmorley.com.au

ABN 87934767059

